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Sinfonia #2 in D major  
Felix Mendelssohn

1. Allegro

Acrobats  
Richard Meyer

Battalia  
Heinrich Biber

Parrish Symphony No 44 “Trauer”  
Joseph Haydn

4. Presto

Violin 1

Cassandra Amo-Acquaye Kayala Curran
Ashley Johnson
Sneha Kadiyala

Kayla Lin Josie Pia^  

Violin 2

Arun Chakka Collin Hudson* Elise McNamee Karthik Pyneni Harshil Yerrabelli

Viola

Robin Bushley* Sadie Conway Monica Ehrenfels Reese Turner

Cello

India Altman

Wyatt Brandt Aiden Cho* Daniel Coggeshall Ryan Curran

Yulin Du Carson Juarez Ava Lienau Ava Liu

Key
^ = Concertmaster
* = Principal of section
**Stringendo**

Dragon Hunter

Velocity

Simple Square Dance

---

**Violin I**

Flynn Amodio Gabrielle Carpentier Zoe Conway Aulona Misini

Lisa Naples

**Violin II**

Sofia Fiertek Amanda Jiang Noah Woodman Pranav Puvvla Maya Kokus

**Cello**

Zoe Dendinger Neela Hopkins
Sinfonia

Ventus
Todd Parrish

Black Diamond
Robert Longfield

Postcards from Russia
Carrie Lane Gruselle

Violin I
Pragnya Jois Jamie Lee Max Lines Kevin Martin Sriram Pyneni

Violin II
River Lee Fireese Martin Emerelis Rohena Sammy Sigal

Viola
Irene Cho
Angela Montgomery Kenneth Sohn

Cello
Sage Campbell Remy Chaurette Corinn Fabas Theresina Farrington Daniel Goldman Sabina Humphreys Fintan Jones Madison Kirkland Anthony Korkmaz Willis Solomon Marcy

Bass
Victoria Ribeiro

Lucille Vargas

Combined Piece

Trepak
P.I. Tchaikovsky

arr. Carrie Lane Gruselle